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Pictured above are Leakesville Elementary School’s future first graders Gabriel Max Avery, Aleah Booker, Jansyn Bradley,
Nathan Chadrick Brewer III, Te’Shaun Cooper, Presley Mae Dix, Willow Caroline Dueitt, Jonathan Krimzyn Jordan, Myrical
Leverette Lashay, Piper Raye Lewis, Rivers Maxlynn Merritt, Jazmyne Bella Middleton, Rylen Jyvez Mills, Karter Jace Moffett,
Matthew Dewayne Newell, Ava McKenzie Pugh, Octavia Robinson, Ashlynn Sims, Mason Lee Smith, Makayla Nicole Tanner,
Zayne Marvin Thatch, Anniston Leigh Turner, Branson Leguin Washam.

Future First Graders at Leakesville Elementary
I want to be a hair cutter man (barber)
that cuts people's hair because I want to
make people happy when they see how
good I cut their hair and they will

smile and they will pay me a lot of
money and then I'll be a rich bar-
ber cutter man. 

Jhorrien M. Whigham

I want the power to breathe underwater
because I want to stay underwater as

long as I want. I want to be a police
officer when I grow up. In kinder-

garten, I liked coloring, lunch and
seeing my friends every day. I'm
excited about going to first grade
because I miss my friends. 

Matthew Newell

I want the power to spray water so I can put out fires. When
I grow up, I want to be a veterinarian because it can be fun. I
like kindergarten when the teacher let us have snacks or toys
when we passed a test. I am excited about first grade because I
want Ms. Kalon to be my teacher. 

Jase Brocious

I want the power to talk to animals so I can ask my cat
where she moved her babies. I want to be a baby doctor
when I grow up because I don't want babies to be sick. I
liked playing with my friends in the gym. I'm nervous
about first grade. I'll miss my teacher. 

Rubye Hodges
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because I love baby dogs and I want to help
them. My favorite part about kindergarten was playing
and learning. I am excited about first grade because I am
excited to learn about reading. 

Marley Ferguson

I would have the power to be invisible because
nobody could see me and I could go out the door
whenever I want. When I grow up, I want to be a
veterinarian because I would get to help animals. My
favorite part of kindergarten was going to the
playground. I’m excited about going to first grade
because I get to go to another grade. 

Kenley Edwards

If I could have a superpower for a day it would be to
have super strength like the Hulk to fight bad guys!
When I grow up, I want to be a dad like my daddy
because he is awesome! My favorite part about kinder-
garten was my teachers; Mrs. Bush, Mrs. Jennifer and
Mrs. Breland. I am very excited about first grade because
I hope it’s as fun as kindergarten. 

James Frye

If I could have a superpower for a day it would be to fly
so I can see everything! When I grow up, I want to be a
veterinarian so I can take care of people’s pets for them.
My favorite part about kindergarten was seeing my teach-
ers. I am excited about first grade!

Makayla Hinton

If I could have a superpower for a day it would
be to have ice powers so I could freeze the bad
guys! When I grow up, I want to be an artist so I
can paint. My favorite part about kindergarten
was when we made stuff and painted. I am excited
about first grade because I am ready!

Ezell McLeod

If I could have a superpower for a day I would
want to have fire powers because it’s strong!
When I grow up, I want to be a police officer
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